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THE formation of an acyclic hexatriene from a 1,3-cyclohexadiene system 

was first noted in the case of the light induced formation of calciferol 

via precalciferol from ergosterol. 192 More recent investigations have 

shown that this ring cleavage reaction also takes place with a number of 

complex3'4'5*6 and simple i,3-cyclohexadienes 5,7,8 and may with some ex- 

ceptions'"l* be a fairly general phenomenon. 

Consideration of the reversible nature of the photo conversion of 

ergosterol to precalciferol' prompted us to investigate some simple acyclic 

trienes with a view toward demonstrating photochemical cyclization of such 

systems to 1,3-cyclohexadienes. Evidence for such cyclization has been 

found and thus demonstrates the reversible nature the 1,3-cyclohexadiene- 

acyclic triene conversion. 
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The irradiation of 1,6-dimethyl-1,3,5-hexatriene I in 0. ler solution 

with light from a high pressure mercury arc lamp gave rise to a mixture of 

polymer, recovered hexatriene I 11 and 1,2-dimethyl-A3’5 cyclohexadiene II. 

Under the conditions used it was found that the recovered monomeric product 

I a 

mixture consisted of 90-95 per cent I and 5-10 per cent of II even with 

prolonged periods of irradiation, thus suggesting that a steady state of 

interconversion is reached. Prolonged irradiation, however, severely re- 

duced the yield of monomeric products. Irradiation of II under similar 

conditions gave rise to a similar mixture of I and II. Hydrogenation of II 

gave largely Qa-1,2-dimethyl cyclohexane (about 95 per cent by V.P.C. 

analysis), thus demonstrating the stereochemistry of II. 

Similar irradiation of solutions of allo-ocimene III gave rise to a 

mixture which contained a-pyronene IV, recovered III and considerable 

polymer. As in the case of the interconversion of I and II the system was 
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observed to reach an apparent steady state at which the monomer composition 
11 

was about 20 per cent IV and 80 per cent II. Irradiation of IV gave rise 

to a similar mixture. 

Irradiation of 1,3,5-hexatriene itself under the conditions used in 

the aforementioned examples gave a monomer and polymer mixture in which no 

11 The recovered trienes were mixtures of geometrical isomers, largely 
trans. The starting materials were essentially all trans isomer. 
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1,3-cyclohexadiene could be detected with certainty. We have no explanation 

for this difference in behavior at present. 

Further work in this area of cyclization of conjugated polyenes is in 

progress and will be reported in detail at a later date. 
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